ENGLISH GUIDE

El museo etnográfico Monte Caxado nace como un proyecto pedagógico en el centro educativo CPI Monte Caxado de As Pontes en el año
1984. Con la industrialización del municipio, los trabajos artesanales,
agrícolas y ganaderos fueron descendiendo hasta casi desaparecer.
Ahora este nuevo museo quiere reconocer la labor de su fundador José
María López Ferro, a lo largo de más de 30 años de trabajo, para dar
a conocer al visitante los útiles, herramientas y aperos artesanales empleados por nuestros antepasados durante siglos.
A través de sus más de 30 secciones y 2.000 objetos expuestos, el
visitante realizará un auténtico viaje en el tiempo para descubrir como
era la vida de los hombres y mujeres que habitaron nuestro ayuntamiento
durante generaciones.
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P4
EMIGRATION
Éste vaise i aquél vaise,
e todos, todos se van.
Galicia, sin homes quedas
que te poidan traballar.

Rosalía de Castro

As it happened all around Galicia,
thousands of people travelled to
America searching for a better life.
But this leaving was not a goodbye, since part of their effort abroad
came back in money, what allowed
the creation of public schools in the
council, such as the Santa María, A
Vilavella, O Freixo, Somede and O
Deveso.

People living in the council own a lot
to those men and women who decided to help the cultural and social
development of this land. May this
section be a tribute and gratitude to
their work.

P6
THE OLD SCHOOL

O tempo é o mellor mestre.

Learning was left to just some people who would transmit to others
their knowledge. That is how the
figure of the teacher appeared, and
little by little it became a collective
regulated teaching method: schools.
First these teachers were people
without qualification who would
transmit their knowledge to other
people in exchange of food: wheat,
corn, etc. Lessons were given in
the evening and at home. Little by
little schools were created in parishes with a more or less regulated
content, including spelling, reading
or writing.

Students would use little blackboards and slate pencils to write
and sum up. Then, they would use a
feather and ink in a sheet of paper,
or in a notebook, avoiding blurs of
ink. In order to learn to read, they
would use different books such as
the primer, or encyclopaedias.

P8
TOYS

Teño un barco de xoguete
e nel me quero embarcar.
Polos mares dos meus soños,
quen me verá navegar!
Manuel María

Nowadays children have a great
amount and variety of toys to spend
leisure time with. Earlier, people had
no money to buy them, so imagination was needed to make them with
materials at home or from the forest.
Pipes (for throwing paper balls), tipcat, bows and arrow, swords, hoop
rolling, stilts, wheelbarrows, soapbox cars, these were the toys old
people used to have when they were
children.

Playing is something universal, it is
a training for children for tomorrow.
It helps to create, it develops imagination, it promotes working together, it obliges to think and to take
quick decisions, it teaches how to
win and to lose, etc.

P10
DOCUMENTS

Amigos e libros,
poucos, bos e ben
coñecidos.

Not all people could read until quite
recently, so books and documents
were in the hands of high social
classes. Church and State were in
charge of reading and interpreting
texts, according to the law. With the
passage of time, culture was spreading to other social classes and
reading and writing spread among
people.

Some of the documents belonging
to the collection of the ethnographic
museum Monte Caxado are books,
deeds, passports, identity cards, letters, etc.

P12
FARMING

Labrego sen horta,
fame á porta.

For centuries, farming and raising
cattle were extremely important in
the way of life of the Galician rural society, leading the rhythm of
life. The economic resources were
very few so help and collaboration
among family and neighbours were
very frequent, making true the saying: “today for you, tomorrow for
me”.
Women, men, old people and children take part in the tiring daily
tasks derived from the harvest and

animals. Some of these daily works
were the harvest of potatoes, corn,
wheat, rye, oat, cabbages, turnips,
etc., also the reaping, threshing,
pig slaughtering, cleaning the stables, milking the cows, chopping
firewood, etc.
Many were the farming implements
used for these works, including
hoes, scythes, sickles, rakes, pitchforks, etc.

P14
HONEY

O que mata unha abella ten
cen anos de condea.

A complement to the household
economy has always been a work
carried out by bees, since they
produce honey and wax. Honey
was used as food and as a tonic to
heal some ailments. Wax was used
as the basis to make candles and
votive offerings, to treat leather and
wood, to make creams and ointments, and also to close holes in
windows in winter.
Swarms were normally in beehives
made of cork oak bark or in chestnut trunks. The inside was divided
by two crosses made with sticks;
the bottom one to lean the wax ho-

neycombs on it, and the upper to
hold them, and it was also used to
point the level until honey could be
taken.
Honey was taken out from beehives
around the festivity of St. James
(25th of July), by smoking the swarms so the bees would leave. Then,
with a special hook, honeycombs
were taken out, put in a linen bag
and twisted until the honey was out,
which was gathered in a bucket.
Finally, the bag was taken to the
sawhorse to get all honey out.

P16
THE CART
Árdelle o eixo,
árdelle o carro.
Árdelle o eixo,
hai que mollalo.

If there is an endemic mean of
transport here, that is the cart. It
was used for all farming, livestock
farming, and forest tasks, as well as
for transporting goods. It also designed our landscape, since paths
and tracks were adapted to the cart,
both in size and mobility.
Its origin is not clear, but it dates
back at least to the arrival of the Romans in Gallaecia. We know that its
shape has not changed a lot since
then.

The cart was made of oak wood,
although some parts were made
of other wood, such as chestnut,
birch, willow or ash. It was normally
formed by two parts, the “chedeiro”
and the “rodado”. The “chedeiro”
was the upper part and it was formed by the shaft and the place to
set the goods. The “rodado” was the
lower half, formed by the axle and
the wheels.

P18
HORSES

Por un cravo pérdese un cabalo;
por un cabalo, un cabaleiro;
e por un cabaleiro, un reino.

Earlier, the status of a family was
determined by the number of beast
and horses it had, as well as cows.
The Galician horse is small, hard
and quite fond of walking, especially through the difficult paths of our
mountains.
It was traditionally used as a mean
of transport and for farming tasks.
Mounts were mainly used by men.
Children would use a blanket with

no type of harness. On special occasions, horses were decorated with a
type of shell made of linen and wool,
enhancing both the animal and the
person riding it.
The horse is the protagonist of an
endemic tradition in our country, the
“rapa das bestas”. Wild horses were
marked and they had their mane
cut, which were later used to make
mattresses, pillows and brushes.

P20
COINS, BILLS
AND STAMPS

Diñeiro que vai e vén,
ao seu dono mantén.

Coins are undoubtedly one of the
objects which more knowledge gives us about the way of living of our
ancestors.
Bills are much more recent. In Spain,
the first bills appeared on the 1st of
July 1874, worthing 25 pesetas.
Fairs were the places where more
traffic of coins and bills existed, and
they took place in this council the

1st of every month, since at least
the Middle Ages. These days were
also used to go the main town to
see if there were any letters from
relatives, both from abroad and not.
Stamps started to be used in Spain
in the middle of the 19th century,
allowing news to travel around the
world.

P22
HUNTING

Cazador sen can,
come puñetas se llas dan.

Hunting was a supply of food for the
family, and sometimes a protection
for livestock and lands, mainly if
pests such as wolves, foxes or wild
boars were hunted. Hunting weapons evolved with the passage of
time, with shotguns changing their
components.
The ammunition was composed of
cartridges formed by a body, per-

cussion cap, lids of different thickness, and shots.
Animals in small game hunt were
partridge, lapwing, pigeon, turtledove, quail, rabbit, hare, etc. While in
the big game hunt we find wolves,
foxes, wild boars, roe deer, genets,
etc.

P24
WEAPONS

As armas, o demo as carga
e o diaño as dispara.

Conflicts among societies have
always been solved through the use
of strength and with weapons. Their
evolution from simple sticks and
stones to present day firearms was
parallel to the technological evolution of people.
During the war, weapons were more
sophisticated and were bigger, including short carbines, canyons,
mortars, etc.

For those people dealing with money (traders, priests, doctors, etc.),
it was normal to carry a gun for protection.
There was another type of weapons,
those with a blade, such as penknives, knives, daggers, machetes.
They were normally very sharp and
with a metal blade.

P26
RELIGION AND BELIEFS
Deus nos teña da súa man,
nos saque do inverno
e nos meta no verán.

The need of people of giving an explanation to vital phenomena, such
as birth or death, made them search
beyond the real world for gods, and
in religion for the spiritual quietness
they needed.
In our country the Catholic religion
was in charge of leading people
on their spiritual way. Parish churches were the place where the rural
world was organized, and they were
also the social centre of the time.

But religion was not only present in
churches, there was a space dedicated to praying in houses, through
religious pictures and illustrations,
crucifixes and saint chapels, which
used to go from house to house
throughout the year.

P28
CLOTHES

O que a súa roupa
non remenda,
ao cabo do ano non
lle chega.

The weather, fabrics and tradition
established the clothes for each
area. Before, looking at people’s clothes we could know if they were a
foreigner, their social class, or their
profession.
The Galician dress is the traditional
outfit used for daily life until well into
the 20th century. Although there are
differences between the dresses
used for working and those for holy
days, there are some similarities
which unify and characterize them.

The feminine dress was formed
by a matinée coat or shirt, an underskirt, a skirt, and an apron. The
masculine one had long underwear,
gaiters, a shirt, and a waistcoat. Besides, other complements could be
added, like footwear (clogs, leather
clogs, shoes), caps (clothcap and
headscarf).

P30
SAWYERS
Costureira non a quero,
quero unha tecelana,
que cun pé baixa o outro,
dá bo durmir na cama.

Although they could be considered
as a type of carpenters, because
they work with wood, they were not,
since they would only prepare the
material to work with. Many of them
were original from Portugal and they
brought the Portuguese saws into
our country.
They would normally work in pairs
and with a young lad to carry the
tools and do extra tasks. They used
to travel on foot, staying only where
they had work and getting bed and
breakfast (normally in a granary or
near the hearth). When they were
hired, they would cut the tree and

saw the wood from a tree, or only
saw it, if the tree was already cut.
Sawing had to be done in the first
quarter of the moon so wood would
not be lost. First the axe was used
and the wood was given the shape
of a prism, with four faces. Then it
was marked with a wooden rope
dyed with dust to get ink. The timber was then set in the sawhorse
and secured with two jacks or iron
staples, one on each side. A person
would saw from the top, and another one from the bottom.

P32
SEAMSTRESSES
Costureira sen dedal,
cose pouco e cose mal.

Finishing the loom work, it was the
seamstress who used to give shape
to the homewear and clothes.
Bedspreads, rugs, skirts, short
cloaks, petticoats, underskirts, bodice, long underwear, shirts, jackets,
were some of the clothes made by
these women, who were called to go
and sew in houses spending there
several days with bed and breakfast.
Their tools were needled kept in
pinboxes, scissors, thimbles, pins,

threads, and strands. The sewing
machine appeared later and it took
time to establish because people
would prefer hand made clothes,
since they did not trust a machine made to save time and work to
seamstresses.
The machines used were those portable which could be carried on their
heads, while those with table, which
were bigger and heavier, were used
at home.

P34
MACHINERY

O home é unha máquina de
facer esterco
que vai funcionando de xeito
regular,
un trebello un tanto estraño e
perfecto
ao que incluso se lle poden
poñer,
en caso urxente e necesario,
algunhas pezas usadas de
reposto:
ollos, ris, corazón,
sen falar aínda da hivernación
futura.
Manuel María

Machines have always made life for
people easier. They would evolve
as the same time as society, being
more complex every time.
An important landmark for their development was the appearance of
the steam boiler, and later electricity,
which replaced animals and people
to get movement.
In most houses it was not frequent
the existence of machinery until the
second half of the 20th century. The
first electrical devices were radios,
followed by televisions, tape recorders, record players, etc.

P36
SHOEMAKERS

O zapato do amigo, moito pez
e ben cosido.

This profession was little by little
displacing that of clogmakers. Although in the beginning shoes were
a luxury object, they started being
bought for weddings, parties and
fairs, and they had to last for long;
then people bought them for almost
daily usage, although clogs were still used, but less frequently.
The shoemaker used to work in his
workshop, where he would take the
measure of feet to customers, he
would check the shape, mainly in
the instep, and then he would fit the
shoe tree with the appropriate instep and the right length. After that
he would start to make the shoe
through the upper side. The pieces

of material were cut and placed
over the shoe tree; they were attached with small nails and then, he
would add the soles after cutting
and beating and shaping them with
a hammer, and sewed them with a
pricker. Then, he would give shape
with a rasp, finish it with other tools
and take to shoe tree out with a type
of hook. He would end the shoe by
making holes for the leather laces,
with or without eyelets and hooks,
and checking the result.
We had many shoemakers in our
town: Criado (brothers), López, Paxón, Polo (brothers), Ribadeume,
Roca (Pepe), Saavedra, etc.

P38
PLUMBERS

O que a auga trae, a auga leva.

Another recent profession was that
of plumber. In most houses there
was no running water and people
would get water from a well, transporting it in buckets, pitchers and
coppers.
The first pipes to carry water inside the houses were made of lead.

They were soldered and they had
frequent leaks. That is why the profession of plumber was soon very
popular.

P40
ELECTRICIANS

Cando amence, a luz para
todos vén.

The arrival of electricity in Galicia
was late, not present until well on
the second half of the 20th century.
The profession of electrician is very
recent, since most houses had light
thanks to oil lamps.
The use of electricity was for some
time exclusive for bulbs, so the
electric wiring of a house was very
simple and it was composed of an

electric panel formed by a junction
box, fuses and switches. Sockets
for electrical appliances such as
the electric iron or radios appeared
later on.

P42
CLOGMAKERS

Mira se con outro trocas;
nin me fan os teus zapatos
nin che fan as miñas zocas.

Another usage of wood was to make
footwear: clogs. Clogmakers used
to make them and it was a widely
spread profession, since it was very
unusual for a town or parish not to
have at least one clogmaker.
The wood used to make clogs was
that of birch, alder or cherry tree; light and soft wood to work, allowing
the clogmakers to get the product
(clogs) easily.

Some of the tools used to make a
clog were the saw, axe, sawhorse,
gimlet, adze, spoonknife, gouge,
knife for wood carving, repenisco,
mallet, bastrén, blade, etc.

P44
CARPENTERS

Teño un amor carpinteiro,
bonito coma unha rosa,
teño medo que mo embruxe
algunha meiga envexosa.

The place once known as the “country of trees” has obviously a profession related to wood, that of carpenter. They start working once the
sawyer has finished; the wood sawn
has to be given a usage and utility.
Although a carpenter is the person
who works with wood, and since
the wood has many uses, we can
say there are many different types
of carpenters. The most important
ones would be: workshop carpenters, cabinetmakers, those working
directly in forests or hills, cooper

manufacturers, shipwrights, clogmakers and turners.
Workshop carpenters use almost
all tools other carpenters use, since
his is a mixture of the others. Some
of these tools are the carpenter’s
workbench, hand saws, saws, brushes of different sizes and uses, set
square, levels, compasses, chisels,
axes, hammers, mallets, large drills,
clamps, etc.

P46
TINKERS

Sou o Chambeta,
por desgraça latoeiro.
Como não vivo de treta,
fui armado trauliteiro.
Cancioneiro Popular
Duriense

Many were the tools made of tin
used by our ancestors at home:
trays, vessels to milk, funnels,
moulds for pastry, oil or gas lamps,
buckets, etc.
Tinkers, on their workshops and
using different tools, were those
who used to give shape to tin in order to make all these objects, with a
small axe and an anvil.

Other tools were punches (of several
sizes), burner, welder, scissors, mallet, hammer, compass, etc.

P48
BLACKSMITHS
Quen queira saber as cousas
vaia á forxa do ferreiro,
dea a volta polo forno,
veña polo fiadeiro.

This is also an old profession, dating
back from the bronze foundry workers in the hillforts period. In fact,
and according to remains found in
some of these sites, forges, tools
used and objects made have not
changed much throughout time.
The profession of blacksmith is the
art of working iron and giving it a
shape. From blacksmiths hands

used to come not only tools, but also
objects such as doorknockers, mirrors, lockers, forks, iron chains, etc.
Their tools are cutters, pliers, branding iron, anvil, bellows, etc.

P50
MINERS

Um bom mineiro não laça boi
com imbira,
não dá rasteira no vento,
não pisa no escuro,
não anda no molhado,
não estica conversa com
estranho,
só acredita na fumaça quando
vê o fogo,
só arrisca quando tem certeza,
não troca um pássaro na mão
por dois voando.
José Batista de Queirozriense

The existence of an open-cast coal
mine in our council made this profession widely spread throughout
time.
It is well known that coal extraction
in As Pontes started early in the
20th century, first to feed cookers
in the village and surroundings,
and then as energy source for the
company Calvo Sotelo and later for
ENDESA. It was also used as raw
material for the production of fertilizer in the companies of Calvo Sotelo
and Enfersa.

The extraction of coal was first manual, using ricks, spades, pickaxes,
and dump cars carried out by animals and then by train. Later on,
with industrialization, more complex
machines appeared and they allow
people to increase extraction and
thus production.

P52
STONEMASONS

Cando a pedra durmida e
acochada
da terra nai no garimoso seo
desperta do seu sono milenario
e quer ser oración e
pensamento,
frorece nun varal, estende os
brazos,
e póndose de pé faise cruceiro.
Ramón Cabanillas Enríquez

The stonemasons profession means
to give life to ancient stone, and one
of the most representative works
of Galician stonemasons are stone
crosses. This profession is also very
frequent in Galicia since the material used, stone, is abundant here.
But stonemasons do not only make
stone crosses. Houses, raised granaries, wells, fountains, cottages,
statues of saints, walls, bridges,
sundials, and even cathedrals are
also works made by these craftsmen.
This is a very old profession, and
inhabitants of hillforts left remains

showing this. Stonemasons had
a language of their own, not to be
understood by people outside the
profession, and these are some
examples: oreta = water, chumar =
to drink, ardoa = wine, muriar = to
work.
They would give life and meaning to
stone using mallets, iron sticks, set
squares, picks, chisels, crowbars,
etc.

P54
BASKET WEAVERS

Quen fai un cesto, fai un cento
se lle dan vergas e tempo.

Basket working is an old profession,
since mankind started to interlace
vegetables to make baskets, creels,
fences, in prehistoric times. It is a
seasonal work, to be done in winter
in old and rainy days, and it was a
complementary work. There were
almost no parishes lacking a basket
weaver.
The material used was straw, wicker, chestnut, oak, birch, ash, wild

cherry tree, etc. And the objects
produced could be baskets of different sizes, creels, etc.
The tools used were mainly billhook,
blades, sawhorses, and iron sticks
to make holes.

P56
THE KITCHEN

Se ao vello lle quitan
a pinguiña
e mais a cociña,
que o enterren axiña.

This was the main room in Galician
houses. Almost all life turns around
it and people would spend most of
the time inside the house in this
room.

jects present in this place are iron
chains, pans, frying pans, saucepans, etc. Below it, hanging from
a structure made of reeds, was the
meat being dried.

There, people would gather for eating, visitors would be welcomed,
people would chat, pray, food would
be kept, it was a warm place for cold
nights, and in many, people would
sleep at night.

Next to the hearth is the sink, with
a bucket for water, and a vessel to
drink. The dinner service was on the
cupboard. Other pieces of furniture
were table and benches.

Its main part is the hearth, a stone
over which fire is made. Other ob-

P58
DAILY LIFE
Non hai mellor vida que
non ter nada;
pasan os días, estoume
na cama.

Life of men and women was not
easy, they could hardly afford leisure
time since time was very valuable.
That is why nowadays we only have
a few of those daily objects which
have no direct relationship with working or basic needs.

Keys, lighters, wallets, objects for
personal hygiene, walking sticks,
umbrellas, watches, glasses, etc.
form part of these objects.

P60
THE OVEN

O día que amaso, mal día paso,
pero é pior non ter que amasar,
nin que peneirar.

Many horses had a place to bake
bread. In this council, ovens were
usually inside the house or next to
it. They were made of hewn stone.
Bread was usually made with wheat,
corn or rye flour. It was normally baked once a month ad people
would bake rolls, pies, etc. In order
to bake all this, people would use
different tools, such as the kneading
trough to mix flour with water, salt
and ferment. Once it has fermented, smaller amounts of the mixture
would be separated to give them
shape.

At the same time, the oven was getting warm, using wood from gorse,
heather, birch, etc. Fire had to be all
over the place and ashes were taken
out. Once the oven was hot, it was
cleaned with a broomstick made of
laurel branches, and then the bread
was introduced with a shovel. After
a while it was turned and when it
was baked, it was taken out.

P62
FISHING
Pescador de cana
come máis do que gana
e, se a sorte lle corre,
máis do que gana come.

Together with hunting, fishing was a
complement in food for our ancestors. Trout, eels, salmons and juvenile breams were fished with rod,
net, and sometimes by hand (in the
rise of the river the young ones used
to get trout in the fields in the banks
of the river).
Baskets or creels made of wicker were also used, placing them
among the stones or in the current
of the river, securing them so they

would not ne swept along by the
strength of the water.
Hunters as well as fishers had a
reputation of exaggerating a lot,
because they used to hunt and fish
more with their imagination than in
real life, and they would increase the
size, the weight and the number of
their catches very frequently.

P64
WEAVERS
Serra compadre,
serra comadre,
na serraría
do tío abade.

At the beginning of the 18th century linen was the main economical
power in rural life and all houses
had a loom. Here fabric was made
to create all homewear and clothes.
Wool was also important. Treatment
of linen was very complex; between
sowing and spinning, there were
eight more intermediate steps. Treating wool was easier, from shaving
sheep, washing and drying the wool,
to carding, untangling and spinning
it. In order to do this, several wooden and iron tools were used, such
as distaff or spindles.

The loom was generally made of
oak and chestnut wood, and it had
several parts, including the frame,
rollers, the warp of cloth or linen, the
comb, threads or controller.

P66
THE SPHERE OF
THE CLOCK OF
AS PONTES

Cada cousa quer
a súa hora.

In the 19th century, the Council of Vilalba gave to the Council of As Pontes
de García Rodríguez a clock, in exchange of 100 measures of wheat in
a year of poor harvest. Since the Town
Hall, located on the 1st of the Church
Square, was not appropriate to set the
clock, it was put in the façade of the
Parish Church of St. Mary of As Pontes, before the aisle dedicated to our
Lady of the Pains.
It would work helped by two weights
of granite, which would go down to
the ground through a fitting in the
inside of the façade. A small bell, still
present today in the northern side of

the bell tower, would give the o’clock
and half hours through a wire activating the outer hammer of the bell.
When the expansion of the church
took place in 1964, a hole was left
in the façade to install and continue
using the clock, but since it was
more distant than in the old façade
and the wire was no longer vertical,
the weights would not work with
enough strength to move the hammer that would activate the bell, and
so the clock was removed.
The sphere is the only part which
remains nowadays.
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